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OVERVIEW 

1. What is the Magellan Case Management Model,
2. What is abuse,
3. The law in relation to positive findings of abuse and 

unacceptable risk,
4. Practical tips and strategies for preparation of the case 

at an interim and final stage,
5. What is Section 69ZT of the Act and how can it be 

applied,
6. Questions



THE MANAGEMENT CASE MODEL –
AN OVERVIEW

u As soon as is practicable after the Court is aware of the allegations 
made, the Court: 
u Appoints an Independent Children’s Lawyer,

u Considers what (if any) procedural or interim Orders should be 
made,

u Enables appropriate evidence to be obtained about the 
allegations as expeditiously as possible and

u Requests the intervention of an officer or relevant state/territory 
child protection authorities and a report on the allegations 
(known as the ‘Magellan Report’.



WHAT IS THE MAGELLAN CASE 
MANAGEMENT MODEL 

u The pilot commenced in 1998,

u The case management model was called Magellan because it was 
designed to ‘charter new waters and explore new territory to 
provide better outcomes for vulnerable children and families’ (and 
is thus named after the Portuguese born explorer Ferdinand 
Magellan)

u The case management model was designed to address the needs 
of children and families where serious allegations of sexual abuse or 
physical abuse of children are raised during parenting disputes,

u The Magellan Case Management Model has its own dedicated 
Registrar and Judge (currently Registrar Brooks and Justice Forrest in 
Brisbane).



A DEFINITION OF ABUSE 
u A determination of whether a child has been sexually abused or whether there 

is an unacceptable risk of harm to a child falls under the Court’s considerations 
pursuant to Section 60CC (2) of the Act – the Court’s primary considerations 
when determining what is in a child’s best interest.  

u Section 4 of the Act defines abuse as follows in relation to a child:
u an assault, including sexual assault, of the child, or
u a person (the first person) involving the child in a sexual activity with the first 

person or another person in which the child is used, directly or indirectly, as 
a sexual object by the first person or the other person, and where there is 
unequal power in the relationship between the child and the first person; or

u Causing the child to suffer serious psychological harm, including (but not 
limited to) when that harm is caused by the child being subjected to, or 
exposes to, family violence; or

u Serious neglect of the child.  



THE TYPE OF INSTRUCTIONS YOU MAY 
RECEIVE WHEN YOU FIRST SEE THE 
CLIENT

u Put most aptly by Justice Murphy in Thornton v Thornton [2015] 
FamCA 92 (at paragraph 10):

u ‘Parenting cases in which allegations of the instant type are made 
present significant challenges for this court.  Not the least of those 
challenges – and one evident in this case – is the nature, extent and 
quality of the evidence from which the court is asked to make 
findings in respect of very different central issues’



THE FINDING BEING SOUGHT 

u Is your client seeking that there be a positive finding that sexual 
abuse has occurred?

u Does the evidence support a positive finding that sexual abuse has 
occurred?

u Explaining to your client the difference between a positive finding 
and a finding of unacceptable risk,

u The test to be applied as to whether you are seeking a positive 
finding of sexual abuse or a finding of unacceptable risk.



A POSITIVE FINDING BEING SOUGHT  

u The case law discusses that it is usually neither necessary nor 
desirable to reach a definitive conclusion as to past abuse of a 
child.

u In that regard, the Full Court in Johnson v Page (2007) FLC 93-944 
said this relevantly at paragraphs 68-71 (relevant part reproduced):

u ‘Where past abuse of a child is alleged it is usually neither necessary 
nor desirable to reach a definitive conclusion on that issue.  Where, 
however, this is done the Briginshaw civil standard of proof applies’



SECTION 140 OF THE EVIDENCE ACT 

u Section 140 of the Evidence Act (Cth) says (which comes from the 
Briginshaw civil standard of proof see Briginshaw v Briginshaw (1938) 60 
CLR 336):

u ‘(1) In civil proceeding, the Court must find the case of a party proved if 
it is satisfied that the case has been proved on the balance of 
probabilities.

u (2) Without limiting the matters that the Court may take into account in 
deciding whether it is so satisfied, it is to take into account:
(a) the nature of the cause of action or defence; and
(b) the nature of the subject-matter of the proceeding; and
(c) the gravity of the matters alleged. 

u (see Re W (Sex abuse: standard of proof) (2004) FLC 93-192)



SECTION 140 AS DISCUSSED WITH 
RESPECT TO POSITIVE FINDINGS 

u Murphy J in Thornton v Thornton [2015] FamCA 92 gives a useful 
discussion of Section 140 of the Evidence Act and said this (with 
citations omitted) at paragraph 11:

u ‘Section 140 of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) recognises that ‘the 
strength of the evidence necessary to establish a fact in issue on the 
balance of probabilities will vary according to the nature of what is 
sought to be proved’.  The gravity of findings bear upon the decision as 
to whether the evidence as a whole persuades me to the requisite 
standard that they should be made.  Grave findings should not be 
made by reference to ‘inexact proofs, indefinite testimony or indirect 
inferences’.  Nor as Dixon J observed ‘circumstantial evidence cannot 
satisfy a sound judgment of a state of facts if it is susceptible of some 
other not improbable explanation’.  



THE HIGH COURT – A DEFINITION OF 
UNACCEPTABLE RISK  

u In M v M (1988) 166 CLR 69 at 78 the High Court comprised of Mason 
CJ, Brennan, Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron JJ gave the following 
summary of the variety of forms of what constituted unacceptable 
risk as follows:

u ‘Efforts to define with greater precision the magnitude of the risk 
which will justify the court in denying a parent access to a child 
have resulted in a variety of formulations.  The degree of risk has 
been described as a ‘risk of serious harm’ (A v A [1976] VR 298 at 
300), ‘an element of risk’ (In the Marriage of M (1987) 11 Fam LR 765 
at 770 and 771 respectively), a ‘real possibility of risk’ (B v B (Access) 
[1986] FLC 91-758 at 75, 545) a ‘real risk’ (Leveque v Leveque (1983) 
54 BCLR 164 at 167), and an ‘unacceptable risk’ (Re G (a minor) 
[1987] 1 WLR 1461 at 1469).  



FURTHER DISCUSSION OF 
UNACCEPTABLE RISK – W AND W 

u In W and W (2005) FLC 93-235 the Full Court comprising Warnick, 
May and Boland JJ  discussed the various authorities (at paragraph 
96 of that Judgment) and identified that the degree of risk has been 
described as follows:

u A risk of serious harm,
u An element of risk,
u An appreciable risk,
u A real possibility,
u A real risk.



FURTHER DISCUSSION OF 
UNACCEPTABLE RISK – NAPIER V HEPBURN

u The Full Court discussed various authorities in Napier v Hepburn 
(2006) FLC 93-303 citing in particular (at paragraph 56) N v S (1996) 
FLC 92-655 per Fogarty at 82,713 where His Honour said:

u ‘The essential importance of the unacceptable risk question as I see 
it is in its direction to judges to give real and substantial 
consideration to the facts of the case, and to decide whether or 
not, and why or why not, those facts could be said to raise an 
unacceptable risk of harm to the child.  Thus, the value of the 
expression is not in a magical provision of an appropriate standard, 
but in its direction to judges to consider deeply where the facts of 
the particular case fall, and to explain adequately their findings in 
this regard’.  



THE STRUCTURE OF EVIDENCE AND 
THE COURT’S CONSIDERATIONS – (1) 

u The Full Court in W and W [2005] FamCA 892 cited with approval the 
following passage from the judgment of Fogarty J in N and S & the 
Separate Representative (1996) FLC 92-665 (and set out by me in dot 
points from the case):

u ‘In asking whether the facts of the case do establish an unacceptable 
risk the Court will often be required to ask such questions as:

u What is the nature of the events alleged to have taken place?
u Who has made the allegations?
u To whom have the allegations been made?
u Over what period of time are the events alleged to have occurred?
u What are the effects exhibited by the child?



THE STRUCTURE OF EVIDENCE AND 
THE COURT’S CONSIDERATIONS – (2)

u What is the basis of the allegations?

u Are the allegations reasonably based?
u Are the allegations genuinely believed by the person making them?
u What expert evidence has been provided?
u Are there satisfactory explanations of the allegations apart from 

sexual abuse?
u What are the likely future effects on the child?



ACTING FOR THE PERSON ACCUSING 
THE OTHER OF SEXUAL ABUSE – PRIOR TO 
THE INTERIM HEARING 

u Explaining to your client’s the findings to be sought by the Court,
u Avoid using the word ‘disclosure’,
u The importance of the first Affidavit and the Notice of Risk of Abuse 

(Form 4) as to form and content,
u Setting out with particularity in the first Affidavit what the allegations 

made are and the source from which the allegations come,
u Marshalling the evidence necessary to support your client’s case 

prior to the Interim Hearing. 



THE CASE OF THE PERSON SEEKING A 
FINDING OR A FINDING OF 
UNACCEPTABLE RISK - PRACTICAL TIPS IN 
PROCEDURE 

u The importance of the Section 93A recording and in obtaining that 
from the relevant statutory police service,

u Obtaining material from the Department of Communities and 
obtaining unredacted copies of the documents,

u Obtaining any relevant medical evidence being either by way of 
Subpoena to a doctor or Affidavit material from the doctor.  



THE RISKS ASSOCIATED ‘EVIDENCE 
GATHERING’ BY THE CLIENT   

u Advising your client with respect to the engagement of counsellors, 
psychologists and the like and the intersection with Section 61C of 
the Act,

u The use of organisations such specialising in child sexual abuse and 
reliance of client’s upon advice from such organisations.



ACTING FOR THE PERSON WHO IS 
ACCUSED OF SEXUAL ABUSE – PRIOR TO 
THE INTERIM HEARING
u Preparing your client for the outcome of the interim hearing,

u Gathering evidence in relation to the use of supervisors (including Contact Centres 
and alternate family members or friends who could supervise),

u What are the allegations made and is there some innocent explanation for the 
allegations made,

u Dealing with denials and the manner in which to address the allegations made,

u Is it possible, on the evidence, for the Court to find at the interim hearing that there 
is no unacceptable risk? 

u Is it open to the Court at Trial to make a positive finding that no sexual abuse has 
occurred.  



ADVANCING THE CASE AT INTERIM 
HEARING – THE CASE LAW 

u Marvel v Marvel (2010) 43 Fam LR 348 where the Full Court comprising 
Faulks DCJ, Boland and Stevenson JJ said at paragraph 120 (our 
emphasis):

u ‘As has frequently been emphasised interim parenting proceedings, 
and orders made as a consequence, are a necessary but temporary 
measure until all the evidence can be tested, evaluated and weighed 
at a final hearing by the making of final parenting orders.  Decisions 
judicial officers have to make in interim proceedings are difficult and, 
often for very good reason, a conservative approach, or one which is 
likely to avoid harm to a child is adopted.  This is often to the 
understandable distress of a party who may not achieve the outcome 
he or she desires, or thinks to be in the best interests of their child or 
children.  Interim parenting orders are frequently modified or changed 
after a final hearing, and allocation of parental responsibility made at 
an interim hearing is disregarded at the final hearing: s61DB’.



ADVANCING THE CASE AT INTERIM 
HEARING – THE ARGUMENTS

u Can the Court determine, on the strength of the evidence, that 
there is an unacceptable risk?

u A finding of unsubstantial harm or risk of harm from the Department 
of Child Safety does not mean that either there is unacceptable risk 
or there isn’t unacceptable risk,

u To transfer or not to transfer?



PREPARING FOR TRIAL 

u Ensuring that your client is aware of the contents of both the 
Subpoena material and the Section 93A interview,

u Preparation of the evidence for Trial,

u The Orders sought and the Orders in the alternative,
u Offers to Settle – a discussion of Section 131 of the Evidence Act. 



SECTION 131 OF THE EVIDENCE ACT 

u For present purposes of the relevant part of Section 131 of the 
Evidence Act is (as an exception to the rule that communications 
made between parties in dispute is not to be adduced in 
proceedings) (relevantly Section 131 (2) (g) of the Act) if:

u ‘evidence that has been adduced in the proceeding, or an 
inference from evidence that has been adduced in the 
proceeding, is likely to mislead the court unless evidence of the 
communication or document is adduced to contradict or to qualify 
that evidence’



SHOULD YOUR CLIENT BE ADVANCING 
A ‘RUSSELL AND CLOSE’ ARGUMENT AS 
PART OF THEIR CASE?
u In the unreported Full Court decision of Russell and Close (Appeal SA45 of 

1992) in which the Mother’s believe that the children had been sexually 
abused by the Father negatively impacted on her parenting) their Honours 
Justices Fogarty, Baker and Lindemayer JJ noted that the Court should 
remain mindful of the fact:

u ‘any benefit to the child in access taking place should not be outweighed 
by the disadvantages for the child including a risk that the child’s 
relationship with the custodial parent might be undermined by the conduct 
of the non-custodial parent during access periods’.  



ARE YOU SEEKING AN ORDER FOR 
LONG TERM SUPERVISION?
u Is your client intending to seek a long term supervision Order keep in mind 

addressing how that long term supervision Order is in the best interests of 
the child.

u In Moose & Moose [2008] FamCAFC Boland J in the decision of the Full 
Court said (at paragraph 119):

u ‘In Fitzpatrick & Fitzpatrick [2005] FamCA 394 May J, having found that the 
evidence in the case ‘objectively viewed reveals the potential for an 
unacceptable risk to the children if contact with the father is not supervised 
then referred to the difficultly associated with long term supervised contact 
and said ‘the necessity for contact to be supervised apparently indefinitely 
leads to the need to finely balance what is in the children’s best interest’.  
Her Honour then explained ‘whilst supervised contact in this case will 
protect the children from any potential physical harm, the effect on their 
emotional well-being cannot be ignored’ 



SHOULD THERE BE AN APPLICATION 
MADE UNDER SECTION 69ZT OF THE ACT 
AT TRIAL
u Section 69ZT of the Act sets out (at Section 69ZT (1)) that the rules of 

evidence do not apply to child-related proceedings.
u Exception is made in Section 69ZT (3) but the Court has to be satisfied that:

u The circumstances are exceptional,
u The court has taken account:

u The importance of the evidence in the proceedings,
u The nature of the subject matter,
u The probative value of the evidence,
u The powers of the Court to adjourn the hearing and make another 

Order or to give direction in relation to the evidence.  



QUESTIONS?


